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Purpose: 
 
The purpose of this report is to publish key conclusions, recommendations and outcomes of the 
Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department’s internal review of this incident.  There are a variety of 
actions that can be taken administratively in response to the Department’s review of a deadly force 
incident.  The review may reveal that no action is required or determine that additional training is 
appropriate for all officers in the workforce, or only for the involved officer(s).  The review may 
reveal the need for changes in departmental policies, procedures, or rules.  Where departmental 
rules have been violated, formal discipline may be appropriate. The goal of the review is to improve 
both individual and the agency’s performance. 
   
Synopsis of Event: 
 
On February 2, 2013, at approximately 1251 hours, the US Bank located at 2555 S. Rainbow Blvd. 
was robbed at gunpoint. At 1300 hours, Officer LaRosa tracked a male matching the suspect 
description to a vehicle parked at 7865 S. Sahara Ave.  
 
Officer LaRosa was awaiting the arrival of additional officers when the male, later identified as 
Thomas Horvath, exited the vehicle. From a position of safety, Officer LaRosa began issuing verbal 
commands for Horvath to step in front of his patrol vehicle. Failing to acknowledge Officer LaRosa’s 
verbal commands, Horvath began reaching into the rear of the vehicle. 
 
As Officer’s Kartchner and Bowden arrived in the parking lot, Officer LaRosa took cover behind an 
adjacent vehicle, continuing to issue verbal commands. Horvath ignored all commands and entered 
into the driver’s seat starting the vehicle. As Horvath began to flee, Officer Kartchner attempted to 
block Horvath utilizing his marked patrol vehicle. Horvath struck the occupied patrol vehicle and 
continued out onto Sahara Ave., where a vehicle pursuit ensued.  
 
The vehicle pursuit ended less than a mile away at 7705 W. Sahara Ave. when Horvath fled from 
the vehicle. Officers LaRosa and Bowden pursued on foot, while Officer Kartchner stayed with 
Horvath’s vehicle. The air unit arrived and began broadcasting Horvath’s direction of travel.  
 
Horvath entered into the backyard of a private residence, he fired one round through a rear glass 
door in order to access the residence. Horvath ran through the residence and exited the front door 
where he was observed by the air unit. As Officer’s LaRosa and Bowden contained Horvath, he 
attempted to gain access to another residence through an open window but was subsequently 
confronted by the homeowner and fled into the backyard. 
 
Officer LaRosa gave Horath verbal commands to drop the gun and to get on the ground, at which 
time Horvath pointed his firearm at Officer LaRosa. Officer LaRosa fired multiple times striking 
Horath. Horvath was taken into custody and transported to UMC for treatment. 
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For a detailed narrative of the incident, please reference the LVMPD Force Investigative Team (FIT) 
Officers Report under Event Number 130202-2101. 
 
The Criminal Investigation: 
 
LVMPD Force Investigation Team (FIT) conducted the criminal investigation of this incident.  This 
Officer-Involved Shooting (OIS) did not result in death; therefore, the investigation was not 
submitted to the District Attorney’s Office for review.  
 
LVMPD’s Critical Incident Review Process:  
 

1. The matter involving Officer LaRosa was heard by the Use of Force Board on November 21, 
2013. The Board’s finding was “Administrative Approval.” The Use of Force Review Board 
determined the officer’s actions were within policy. The Sheriff approved the Board’s 
recommendation. 

 
2. The internal review concluded the officers’ performance was in accordance with 

Department standardized tactics and training.  
 


